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Reg. No ..................... Name ............................... 24P4015

M. Sc. DEGREE END SEMESTER EXAMINATION : MARCH 2024
SEMESTER 4 - MATHEMATICS

COURSE : 21P4MATTEL17 - DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY
(For Regular - 2022 Admission and Supplementary - 2021 Admission)

Dura on : Three Hours Max. Weights: 30

PART A

1. Prove that the geodesics have constant speed. (A, CO 2)
2. Define Gauss - Kronecker curvature. (U, CO 4)
3. Give Frenet formula for a plane curve. (A, CO 3)
4. Define the height of a level set. (A, CO 1)
5. Sketch the vector field on  where

.
(A, CO 1)

6. Describe the level sets of  , for . (U, CO 1)

7. Let  and  be two smooth func ons on the open set  show that
. (A, CO 3)

8. Find the velocity, the accelera on, and the speed of parametrized curve 
(A, CO 2)

9. Show that parallel vector fields form vector space. (U)
10. Explain the first and the second fundamental form of a surface . (An, CO 4)

PART B

11. Dis nguish between Euclidean parallelism and Levi-Civita parallelism. (U, CO 2)
12.  Let  be an -surface in , oriented by the unit normal vector field .

Let  and  . Prove that  for every parametrized curve
, with  for some , .

(A, CO 3)

13.  Let  be an oriented -surface in , let , and let
 be the principal curvatures of  at  with

corresponding orthogonal principal curvature direc ons .
Prove that the normal curvature  in the direc on  is given by

 where

.

(A)

14. Determine whether the vector field 
where  is complete or not.

(An, CO 1)

15. Explain the surface of revolu on  obtained by rota ng the curve  about
the -axis where  for some  with

.
(A, CO 1)

16. Compute  where , . (A, CO 3)
17. Explain parallel transport. (U, CO 2)
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(2 x 6 = 12)

(5 x 2 = 10)

18. Let  be a finite dimensional vector space with dot product and let
 be a  self-adjoint linear transforma on on . Let

 and define  by .
Suppose  is sta onary at . Prove that .

(An, CO 4)

PART C

19. Let , where  is a smooth func on such that
 for all . Suppose  is a parametrized curve

which is nowhere tangent to .
(i) Show that at each pair of consecu ve crossings of  by  the direc on
of the orienta on  on  reverses rela ve to the direc on of .
(ii) Show that  is compact and  goes to  in both direc ons.

(A)

20.  Let  be a parametrized -surface in   and let .
Prove that  there exists an open set  about  such that  is an

-surface in .
(A, CO 4)

21. Let  be an -surface in , let  be a smooth tangent vector field on
, and let .  Prove that there exists an open interval  containing
 and a parametrized curve  such that

(i) 
(ii)  for all 
(iii)  If  is any other parametrized curve in  sa sfying  and

, then  and  for all .

(An, CO 1)

22. Define local parametriza on of a plane curve  and prove that the local
parametriza on is unique upto a reparametriza on. (An, CO 3)

OBE: Ques ons to Course Outcome Mapping

CO Course Outcome Descrip on CL Ques ons Total
Wt.

CO 1
Perceive the ideas of graphs and level sets, vector fields, the
tangent space, surfaces, vector fields on surfaces, orienta on. U

4, 5, 6, 14,
15, 21 12

CO 2
Explain the fundamentals of the Gauss map, geodesics, and
parallel transport. A 1, 8, 11, 17 6

CO 3 Summarize the ideas of the Weingarten map, the curvature of
plane curves, arc length, and line integrals. An 3, 7, 12, 16,

22 11

CO 4 Es mate the curvature of surfaces E 2, 10, 18, 20 9

Cogni ve Level (CL): Cr - CREATE; E - EVALUATE; An - ANALYZE; A - APPLY; U - UNDERSTAND; R - REMEMBER;

Answer any 2 ques ons Weights: 5
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